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PHEPATCEY miAHXS 

Tlie investigation discussed on the following pages was 
taken up at tlie suggestion of Dr. H. C. Allen, professor 
of analytical chemistry at the University of Kansas. The 
general object was tlie establishment of a method for the 
quantitative estimation of the condensable gasoline consti-
tuents of so-called rtwetn natural gas» Three general lines 
of experimentation suggested themselves after a preliminary 
study of the problem. These were the separation of a liqui-
fied sample of the gas into its respective individual gases 
"by fractional distillation, the subjection of a sample to 
various degrees of pressure and cooling such as may be pro-
duced in the commercial plant, and the study of the physi-
cal and chemical characteristics which might serve as an 
index to condensable constituents present. 

The first method of procedure suggests itself 
at once as highly scientific and seems to have given good 
results to certain investigators.1 Tha means necessary 
for the accurate fractionation of a mixture of natural gases 
are, however, not available in the ordinary laboratory, 
so this method altho successful and accurate is hardly 
practical. Even after the fractionation of the gas has 

^lebeau and Damiens in Chen. Abstr. 7, 1356. 
Compt. Bend. 156, 144-7 à 525-7. 

Burell and Seibert in Sampling and Examination 
of Lllne Gases and natural Gases, 110. 
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"been accomplished and its composition determined it is 
still impossible to say Just what proportion would "be con-
densable into gasoline by means of the machinery of the 
plant. 

The second method mentioned is practical in nature-
It has been perfected and used by the Bessemer Gas Engine 
Company of Grove Cityf ïennsylvania^for some length of 
time- As perfected by Frank P. Peterson, chemist for this 
company, it consists of a portable outfit which can be trans-
ported to the oil lease in quetion and there used to subject 
the gas to the various degrees of pressure and cooling that 
might be used in the actual plant. In this way the yield 
under actual operations is very satisfactorily established. 

Although the latter method is perhaps destined 
to be the final one preparatory to the establishment of 
plants for the commercial production of gasoline, it is very 
desirable that there should be available some simple test 
that could be made use of in any ordinary laboratory on a 
small sample of gas to give an approximately accurate idea 
of the efficiency of a gas for gasoline production. £he 
establishment of such a method has been the aim of this 
investigation. 
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Ilatural gas and gasoline are "both mixtures of compounds 
"belonging chemically to the same series. The exact composi-
tion of both is variable and the lighter constituents of 
gasoline are often present as the heavier constituents of 
natural gas. Thus ordinary gasoline is composed princi-
pally of the hydrocarbons,(C5H22)• hexane,(CqH14) and 
heptane,( , but may also contain some butane (C^-^qI, 
while natural gas is ordinarily composed of methane and 
ethane,but it may also contain considerable quantities of 
propane. This, for example, is tlie case with the gas of 
Follansbee, TTest Virginia, which contains as high as seventy 
seven per cent of propane. Eesides these three there may 
be present considerable quantities of the vapors of gaso-
line, or the heavier gasoline hydrocarbons. This is not 
infrequently the case since in a large number of instances 
supplies of natural gas are found physically connected with 
oil pools and, on the other hand, petroleum beds are in the 
majority of cases accompanied by more or less extensive 
supplies of natural gas. 

To avoid a possible inference of constancy in con-
position of natural gas and gasoline from the above state-
ments of their composition it should be said that gases 
which are found in connection with petroleum vary greatly 

—in physical characteristics, specific gravity and relative 
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percentage of different hydrocarbons present. This vari-
ation is almost as great as that in the great class of 
liquid petroleum deposits in connection with which they 
are found. 

Iïatural gas of this type is technically known as 
"wet" gas while the ordinary gas composed largely of me-
thane and a little ethane is known as "dry'1 gas. The 
occurrence of the above named hydrocarbons as either "dry" 
gas, "wet" gas, or gasoline is indicated from their boiling 
tmeperatures. 

Methane, (CZ4) - - -160 c. 
Ethane, (C2E^) - - -93 c. 
Propane, (CgH8) - - -46 c. 
Butane f (C4H10) - - 0 c. 
Pentane f (C5H12) - - 37 c: 
Hexane f (C0H14> " 69 c. 
Heptane f (C7Hi6) - - 90 c. 
Octane, fc6ni8) - - -

The compounds propane and butane are thus seen to 
lie on the borderline betv/een the gaseous and liquid state 
and their physical state will depend to a large extent upon 
the substances with which they are found associated» As 
indicated by the brackets in the table the mixture known 
as "wet" gas contains a variable quantity of the hjr<hro~ 



carbons of the gasoline type which theoretically should be 
extractable if properly treated. 

Tlie recovery of these extractable vapors has become 
of such commercial importance during the last few years 
that it has risen to an industry which compares in no mean 
way with that of refinery gasoline itself. The total pro-
duction of crude petroleum for the year nineteen twelve 
was two hundred million barrels at a value of two and one 
half cents per gallon of which about ten per cent is gaso-
line. The production of gasoline from natural gas for the 
years 1911 and 1912 is shown in tlie following tables ta3:en 
from the United States Geological Survey. 



Table I. 
Production of gasoline from natural gas in the United 

States in 1911, by States. 

Plants Gasoline produced Gas U 3 e d 
Ho. Av. 

State 
of llo .Daily 
opera- eapac-
tors tty 

Quantity Value 
£r • 
per 
gal. 

Estimated 
quantity 

Value 
yield 
gaso«* 
line 

W. Va. 47 72 
gals. 
16,819 

gallons 
3,660,165 §262,661 

Cts. 
7.18 

Cubic feet 
1,252,900,600 §76,074 

gals. 
2.92 

Ohio 26 39 6,454 1,678,985 118,161 7.04 469,672,000 37,574 3.37 
Penn. 43 50 5,669 1,467,043 109,649 7.47 526,152,663 52,615 2.79 
Okla. 8 8 4,800 386,058 20,975 5.40 144,629,000 4,378 2.68 
Calif. 
Colo. 
111. 

7 7 3,358 231,586 20,258 8.75 82,343,000 6,320 2.81 

K. Y. 
Total 131 1 76 37,100 7,425,839 531,704 7.16 2,475,697,263 176,961 3.00 



Table II. 
Production of gasoline from natural gas in United 

States in 1912, "by States. 

Plants Gasoline produced Gas used 
llo. AT. 
op- ITo. Daily Pr. yield 

State er- in capac- Quantity Yalue per Estimated Yalue gaso-
at" op. ity gal. quanti t: line 
ors 

Galls. Ga7Ions Cts. Cubic fert Gals. 
W. Ya. 66 97 22,366 5,318,136 v513,116 9.6 1,972,81 2,212 0163,749 2.5 
Penn. 69 83 10,524 2,041,109 217,016 10.6 722,730,117 62,010 2.8 
Ohio 25 43 7,791 1,716,719 173,421 10.1 576,123,700 46,090 2.98 
Okla. 11 13 11,91C 1,575,644 99,626 6.3 201,044,300 24,901 2.25 
Calif. 7 7 6,669 1,040,695 112,502 10.8 600,143,000 25,573 1.7 
111. 4 4 
Colo. 2 2 

2,008 386,076 41,795 10.8 114,273,000 9,662 3.4 
ii. y. 1 1 
Xy. 1 .4 >i 

Total 106 250 61,268 12,061,179 1,157,476 9.6 4,607,796,329 331,905 2.6 
}Drips. 
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The tables show that the total number of gasoline plants 
in operation in the United States increased from 176 in 1931 
to 250 in 1912 and that the daily capacity almost doubled. 

The natural gas-gasoline industry is Shown to have 
been confined to eight states in both 1911 and 1912. The 
total production of gasoline from gas in 1912 wa3 12,081,179 
gallons, valued at 157,470 as compared with 7,425,839 
gallons, valued at 0531,704 in 1911. 

The growth of the industry is shown to be ver; rapid. 
Recent surveys by David T. Day1, of the United States Geolog-
ical Survey, show that for Llay, 1913, the production of gaso-
line by twenty three plants in Oklahoma was 400,000 gallons. 
At the end of Lîay there were 25,G12 oil producing wells in 
Oklahoma. Of the^e only 3r0 were uted for the production of 
casing-head gasoline. It is estimate! by the above writer 
that the value of recoverable gasoline escaping as gas in Okla-
homa is 10,o of the value of the crude oil produced. This 
shows that there are still great pocsibilltieu in the way of 
increased production. Recent examination of gases in states 
other than thooe mentioned in the table also show the presence 
oi condensable vapors."1' 

^Tech. Taper 57. Utilization of Petroleum and natural 
Gas in T/yomiiig. '7.1:.Calvert and Geo. A. Burrell. 
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^he two principal processes involved in the recovery 
of gasoline from natural gas are compression and cooling. 
These have "been comprehensively covered by the patent of John 
Lathrop Gray in 1906f and the most effective and extensive 
developments of the industry have "been "by licenses under 
this patent. 

The essential features in a modern plant are the gas 
engines, the compressors, piping, cooling coils and storage 
tanks. These are well represented by the photographs on the 
following pages. 

The engines and compressors, shown in the first pic-
ture, represent the first stage in the process. Tlie compres-

A 

sion is generally made in "stages". "Tlie first stage consists 
in submitting the gas to a pressure of 25 to 50 pounds per 
square inch. The compressed gas is then passed thru the 
cooling pipes, put up in the form of coils, as shown in 
the second photograph. These coils are made of two inch 
pipe and they are either placed in a tank of cold water or 
water is sprayed over them. The quantity of gasoline re-
covered at this stage is comparatively small. 

The residual gas from the first compression is again 
compressed, this time to a higher pressure which sometimes 
reaches 550 pounds per square Inch. This is known as the 
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"secor.d utago" compression. The gas is cooled in the coils 
the sane as in the first starve- Shis stage represents the 
recovery of the greater part of the gasoline. The amount 
obtained rnngoo from one and one-half to four gallons per 
one thou ;rnd cubic feet of gas compressed. 

The liquid from the cooling coils iê received in the 
storage tanks represented in the third photograph. It is 
held here under heavy pressure. For marketing it is with-
drawn and usually mixed with the low grade naphthas. ïhis 
raises the gravity and volatility of the latter so that 
they can he used in internal combustion engines. The mixing 
represents the fourth and last stage in the process and is 
usually done in small tanks like those shown in the fourth 
photograph. This blending with the heavier naphthas also 
prevents the lose due to evaporation that occurs when the 
gasoline is used as produced. 

The specific gravity of natural ga3 gasoline ranges 
from 0.5C2 to 0.676. The specific gravity of standard re-
finery gasoline i3 0.736. Then the former is exposed to the 
air or "weathered" it loses from ten to fifty per cent, de-
pending upon the pressure used in its recovery. The blending 
with heavier naphthas is therefore the most profitable way 
of using it. 
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For the successful operation of a plant at least 125, 
000 cubic feet of gas should "be available daily. A few 
plants arc operated on as little as 40,000 cubic feet per 
da;- "but these are largely of an experimental nature. The 
installment of a plant 3hould therefore be preceded by a 
thoro investigation of the gas supply, especially as differ-
ent well, even when close together, vary greatly in the quan-
tity of gasoline yielded. The gas may "be taken from a large 
number of wells, fifty or more. In some cases these are as 
far as four miles from the plant. 

A single unit plant consisting of two gas compressors, 
gas engines, piping, cooling coils, storage tank3, housing 
etc. cost3 about :;10,000. It will handle about 500,000 cu. 
ft. of gas per day. Two men, a day and a night engineer, can 
care for it. The upkeep of course will vary with the con-
ditions but the returns are large. 

The figures on the preceding pages represent a product 
which has heretofore gone to waste and the profits realizable 
from this source have led to a large amount of experimental 
work in the way of examination of gases with a view of the 
establishment of condensation plants. A large part of this 
work has been done by private concerns interested in the pro-
motion of the industry. Mr. Peterson of the Bessemer Gas 



Engino Conpray has led in this work and has furnished some 
valuable information. Burrell, 3eibert and Allen, and their 
assistants, of the United States Euro of Mines, have during 
the last few years done a great deal of work along this line. 
Their results appeared a few weeks ago in bulletins published 
by that bureau. Their work includes a stuày of the oil 
yield inn gases of the majority of the gas producing districts 
of th- United States. 
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EXPEBHOTTAX WOBK. 
V 

The fol* owing experimental work has been an attempt to 
remove by absorption the hydrocarbon gases that are oondens-• , v «>; 
able into gasoline from a mixture with the lighter hydro-
carbons, methanef and ethane, as present in the natural 
gas of this city. Since a natural gas of the wet type was 
not available here the samples had to be prepared by mixing 
before analysis. For this purpose a gas-holder was made 
by fitting a tubulated bottle of about twenty liters capaci-
ty, with tightly fitting rubber stoppers holding strong 
glass oapillary tubing and sealing them In with sealing 
wax so as to make them perfectly air tight. The bottom open-
ing was then connected by means of rubber tubing to a simi-
lar but smaller bottle to be used for leveling. The two 
glass tubes leading into the large bottle were fitted with 
thick walled pure gum tubing and this with sorew clamps so 
that the bottle could be tightly olosed. In preparing a 
sample of gas the gas-holder was first filled with water 
and this displaced by pure carbon dioxide by attaching the 
gererator to the top opening. After filling, the carbon di-
oxide was in each case tested for purity by absorption in 
potassium hydroxide. About a quart of light gasoline was 

• . : 
then drawn Into the gasometer by lowering the leveling bottle 
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This remained in a layer on top of the water. After closing 
the screw clomp at the "bottom, the carbon dioxide was exhaus-
ted "by means of r.n air pump until the pressure was reduced 
to "between twenty five and thirty five oentimeters of mercury. 
Tliis was eriuf in oorae oases to cause the gasoline to boil. 
The top sorew clamp was then closed and. the sample left for 
about a week to allow the oarbon dioxide to become thoroly 
saturated with the gasoline vapor. After this the pressure 
was equalised or Increased to atmospheric "by pouring water 
into a small bottle and opening th» lower «crew olarap. A 
sample could then be taken by attaching a gas burette to the 
top opening and raising the leveling bottle. ®his was passed 
into a Hempel pipette containing potassium hydroxide which 
absorbed the oarbon dioxide and left the gasoline vapor* 
This procedure gave the volume of gasoline vapor after the 
gasoline had stood under reduoed pressure for several days. 
This percentage rapidly Increased on standing due to the ab-
sorption of oarbon dioxide by the water that was Introduced 
to bring the pressure inâlde the bottle baofc to that of the 
atmosphere. In »me oases as high as fifty per oent of gaso-
line vapor was obtained after the sample lei'stood a number 
of days. By taking the proper quantity of tbis vapor and 

naturel gas any desired mix of high or low gasoline content . 
coul§ easily be produced. 
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¥he estimation of the gasoline oontent of a gee by absorp-
tion is baaod upon the dlfferenoe in solubility of the heavy 
and the light membero of the paraffin series in a given 
solvent. Lie thane is only slightly soluble. In a number of 
solvents while the solubility of the higher hydrocarbons in-
creases rapidly as the series Is ascended. She first object 
then was the determination of a suitable solvent. For this 
purpose a large number of solvents were tried, among them 
absolute alcohol, propyl aloohol, emyl aloohol, or fusil oil, 
benzene, toluene, ohloroform, olive oil, easier oil, cotton-
seed oil, paraffin oil, rape-seed oil and others. 

Owing to the difficulty of preparing the heavier gases 
in the pure state their solubility was not deteroiûed sepe-

' ̂ i^Ëf'^M ̂  'I 

rately. In the saso of methane it was found to be about 40 
oo. and for ethane about 110 «•• in 100 as. of aleohol at 
room tmperature. In snyl aloohol the solubility of methane is 
a little less, about 36 oo. to 100 ee. Of solvent, while that 
of ethane seems to be greater. W "'A- ' V Èâtt ' W" ! ̂ 

Inoluding the heavier gasss Watt's Dietionsay of Solubi-
lity gives the following figures for the solubili% ta: 100 co. 
of absolute aloohol at 0 degrees Oentlgrade. ^ 

• A<y h •: 
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Caa Volume Absorbed 
llethano - - - - 5£ oc. 
Ethane - - - - - 160 cc. 
Propane - 600 oc. 
Butane . . . 1800 oc. 

Olson's Chemical Calendar given for the same gases under 
the same conditions: 

Gas . . . Volume Absorbed 
Itetbano - - - - 52 oo. 
Sthano - - - - - 46 oc. 
Propane - - - - - 790 oc. 
Butane - 1800 00. 

Alt ho sr. oh a oomplete determination for eaoh solvent 
would have been impractical it is perhaps also tnneeessary 
since the solubility of methane sad ethane, and methane 
alone gives on indioation of the usefulness of the solvent. 
For this reason a number of solvents were first tested with 
the oity natural gas get an indioation of their useful-
ness. For example, by shaking 60 00. of the oity natural 
gas with 25 00. of alcohol over mercury in a Henpel absorp-
tion pipette or burette 10 00. of gas wore absorbed. On shak-
ing the seme alcohol with a fresh sample of gas 2 or 3 oc. 
more were absorbed. 

The same procedure showed an absorption of 6.5 cc. 
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from the fi rot sample in 26 oc. ootton-seed oil. STith amyl 
alcohol the first shaking showed an absorption of 0.7 oo. and 
the second about 2 oc. 

Using 25 oo. of solvsnt and 60 oc. of the city natural 
ça3 tho following data giro In an approximate way the rela-
tive efficiency of some of the solvents experimented with. 

3olvent Yolume Absorbed 
Paraffin Oil - - - - - 7.2 cc. 
Hepe-seed Oil - - - 6.9 co. 
Linseed Oil - - - 6.3 cc. 
Cotton-seod Oil - - - 6.6 cc. 
Olive Oil - - - 6.4 oo. 
Absolute Aloohol- - - - 10.0 oo. 
Propyl Aloohol - - - - 8.0 oc. 
Anyl Aloohol - 8.5 oo. 
Benzene - - - 8.8 cc. 
Toluol < - - - - 10.0 cc. 

The absorptions were made at room temperature, and are sub-
ject to the errors resulting from the changes in temperature 
and changes in the composition of the gas. The volume ab-
sorbed on Shaking with the second sample of gas was very near 
the same in case of the different solvents. Continued absorp-
tion was also noticed on Shaking with a third and fourth 
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sample, -ho résulta Indicate that the solvent becomes 
saturated with methane on shaking with the first sample 
of gas owing to the faot that it Is almost wholly methane. 
The continued absorption from successive samples is due 
to the nail quantity of ethane in the gas. This is not 
sufficient to saturate the solvent when the first sample is 
shaken. 

I is to bs noted that there is little difference 
In the solubility of the gas in the non-volatile flaced oils. 
She volume absorbed from 50 oo. in «5 oc. of oil being in 
eaoh oase nearly the same sad ranging between 6.5 oc. and 
7.0 oo. Ths difference in efficiency is not enough to give 
one the advantage over the other. The paraffin oil, however, 
gives more reliable results because it does not form the 
foamy emulsion with the mercury on vigorous Shaking thai the 
other oila do. 

A further difference and a point in favor of the 
paraffin oil is found in the rate of absorption. This is 
especially noticeable when the abaorptlon is made by bubb-
ling the gaa thru the eolvent whan the number of passages 
of the gas thru the solvent indicates the rate of abeorption. 

The absorption apparatus for this process was 
made by blowing four bulbs in a piece of hard glass tubing 



and than bendine thlo between the two middle bulbs so as 
to form a U tube. Two lempel burettes with leveling tubes 
and stop-cooks at the top were attached by mesne of bent 
oarij j ary tubing and rubber connections to the ends of the 
absorption bulbs. 

In running an absorption the height of the level-
ing tube was so adjusted that about 80 oc. of sir was left 
in the right hand burette, the absorption bulbs with the 
solvent were then connected and the mercury forced up by 
raising the leveling tube until it reached the mlAile of the 
capillary tube when the etop-cook was dosed to keep it 
there. This forced the ezoess of air to bubble thru the 
solvent and held the latter all in the left side of the ab-
sorption bulbs. ¥hio was done in the same way each time 
that the volume of gas was to bo read in order to have the 
pressure the same and equal to that of the atmosphere. The 
other burette containing the sample of gas to be analysed 
wan then connected to the bulbs end the gas passed back and 
forth thru the solvent by raising and lowering the leveling 
tubes. The oontraotion was read after each passage back 
and forth and the absorption continued until the volume re-
mained constant. To facilitate the absorption the bulbs 
were automatically shaken by means of a water turbine while 
the gas was passing thru. 
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*he following exanplra indicate the number of passages 
of gas bc.o;. end forth neceesaiy for ths oomplete abaorption 
in different solvents. The figures in the two ooiumns repe 
resent different anaplee of gaa having different gasoline 
content. « » " jf «m?. • ' '••• 

Paraffin Oil as Solvent. ' v. 

Volume of Gas 36.8 oo 37.3 oo 
First pasaage baok and forth 31 «0 oo 30.6 oo 
3eoond " 30.5 oo 28.7 00 
Third " 29.4 oc 28.2 oc 
Fourth " 29.2 oc 28.0 co 
Fifth " 29.2 oc 28.0 oo 

Volume of Gasoline vapor . . 
absorbed 80.6 £ St*«£ 

Olive Oil as Solvent. 
Volume of Gaa 44.4 oc 35.8 00 
First passage of gas 36.7 oc 30.2 oo 
3eoond " 34.0 oc 27.9 oc 
Third " 32.0 oc 26.6 oc 
Fourth " 31.4 co 26.0 cc 
Fifth " 30.8 oc 25.6 cc 
Sixth " 30.6 cc 25.3 oc 
3eventh « 30.5 cc 25.2 cc 
Eighth " 30.3 oo 25.0 cc 
Hinth " 30.3 cc f 25.0 cc 

Volume of Gasoline Vapor 31.7> 30.1,* 
Absorbed I 

Castor Oil as Solvent. 
Volume of Gas 36.3 oo 36.0 cc 
First passage 29.7 0 0 2 
Second - 27.2 oo 28.2 cc 
Third » 26.2 oo 26.8 cc 
y££th " 26-0 oo 25.8 cc 
Fifth * 25.6 oc 25.4 cc 
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Sixth pnoango 
Seventh " 
Eighth 

Volume Absorbed 

25.0 oc 
24.9 oc 

31.4^ 

25.0 co 
24.8 oo 
24.7 oc 

31 
. gjv1: 

A mature of Equal Volumes of Absolute 
Aloohol and Castor Oil. 

paasage 
Volume of Oas 
First 
3eoond 
Third " 
Fourth " 
Fifth " 

Volume Ab8orbod 

35.9 cc 
28.0 oo 
26.4 oo 
26.0 oc 
25.8 oo 
25.8 oo 

28.o£ 

37 »0 oc 
2C.9 cc 
26.7 oc 
25.7 oc 
25.5 co 
25.4 cc 

31.35» \ 

Propyl Aloohol as Solvent. 
Volume of Oaa 36.4 cc 36.8 oc 
First passaro 25.4 cc 26.2 oc 
Second " 23.4 oc 23.7 oc 
Third " £2.8 cc 22.6 cc 
Fourth " 22.6 cc 22.6 cc 
Fifth " 22.6 cc 22.4 cc 

Volume Aboorbed 37. 39.1$ 

Herosene as Solvent. 
Volume of Oas 47.1 oc 58.4 cc 
Firot passage 43.8 co 56.2 co 
Second " 43.0 oc 55.8 oo 
Third " 42.8 oc 55.4 oc 
Fourth " 42.6 oc 55.2 cc 

Volume Absorbed 9.5$ 5.4^ ', i" 'if.. :tr 
Of the non-volatile oils paraffin oil was found to be 

the most efficient, the absorption being complete after the 
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third and fourth passage of the gas. îhe volatile solvents 
so already Indicated b; the data from the use of the absorp-
tion pipotto, show a greater absorbing power. Ordinary al-
oohol is qui to efficient, but its use is not desirable be-
cause of its high vapor pressure. This is not so great in 
the case of fujll oil. This is a mixture of the amyl alco-
hols and has a boilin- point of 130 degrees centigrade. This 

M 
oil ha a on the tfhole perhaps given the best results. In the 
cane of a for; of the samples of the gas prepared the recovery 
of the gusolinr vapors approximated 100 per cent. Host of 
the solvents used did not run as high. The nature of the 
sample had a great deal to do with the amount that could he 
reoovered and the per cent recovered by the same solvent 
difforent with the sample. 

A large number of teste were mcde on samples of 
gas containing gasoline vapor prepared as described on a 
previous page. The solvents for these tests were first 
saturated with the oity natural gas by bubbling it thru 
the solvent for a considerable length of time. Its abili-
ty to tako up more of this gas was then tested by running 
an absorption with it in the regular way using oity gas. 
Then the solvent Showed no absorption In this way it was 

-used on the prepared sample'. 
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In tliia wa;- a mixture of equal volumes of alcohol 
and oaotox oil ohowed an ability to recover from SO to 60 
percent of tho gasoline vapors present. Paraffin oil 
showed a slightl; greater effloienoy. Kerosene, propyl 
aloohol ana a number of other solvents recovered from 65 
to 70 por cent. Pusll oil in a number of oases recovered 
in the viwînity of 90 per cent. 

The fol: owing tables indicate acme of the results 
obtained. 

Equal Volumes of iloohol and Castor Oil. 
3ample Ho. 25. 

Volume of Saturai Gas - - 68.0 co 
Vol. " Gasoline Vapor - - 5.2 co 
Total Volume 

Volume Absorbed 
Volume Keoovered 

- 73.2 oc 
- 2.6 oc 

50.0£ 

Sample To. 26 
Total Volume of Gas -
Volume of Gasoline Vapor 
Volume Absorbed -

58.0 cc 
5.4 oc 
2.7 cc 

50.055 Volume lecoverod 

Sample Ho. 27 
Total Volume of Gas 
Volume of Gasoline Vapor 
Volume Absorbed -

57.7 cc 
6.4 cc 
3*2 co 

50.0/j Volume Eeoovered -
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3aaple Ko. 35. 
Volunc of naturel Cas - - - 41.2 ce 
Vcluae of Gasoline Vppor - - 5.0 oc 
Volunc Absorbed - - - - 3.2 cc 

Volume liooovered - - 045$ 

Kerosene as Solvent. 
Snmple Ho. 37. 

Volunc of natural Cas - - - 40^1 oc 
Volune of Gasoline Vapor - - 7.0 co 
Volune Absorbed - - - - 4.5 00 

Volune Recovered - 62$ 

Sample Ko. 38. 
Volune of Natural Gas - - - 52.2 00 
Vol. " Gasoline Vapor - - 6.2 ce 
Vol. Absorbed - - - 4.0 CO 

Volvoae He covered — - - - 64$ 

Propyl AlBohol as Solvent. 
Sample Co. 100. 

Vol. Hatural Gas - - - 41.5 cc 
Vol. Gasoline Vapor p - - - 5.2 oc 
Vol. Absorbed - - - - - 3.3 oc 

Volume Recovered - 63.4>> 

Amyl Aloohol as Solvent. 
Sample Ho. 63. 

Vol. natural Gas - - - - 43.6 oc 
Vol. Gasoline Vapor - - 2.6 oc 
Vol. Absorbed - - - 2.4 oe 

Volume Recovered - - 92' IS"' < 
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Staple 27o. 64. 
Vol. natural Gas - - 53.9 co 
Vol. Cnoo:ir." Vapor - - - 4.0 cc 
Vol. Absorbe! . . . _ 3.7 co 

Vol;u3" r.e covered - - 02.5$ 

Sample lîo. 135. 
Vol. ITâtural Cas - - - 54.0 cc 
Vol. Gasoline Vapor - - - 2.0 cc 
Vol. Absorbed - - 1.8 oo 

Volume Recovered - - 90.0$ 

Paraffin Oil as Solvent. 
Sample Ho. 40. 

Vol. natural Gaa - - - 58.3 cc 
Vol. Gasoline Vapor - - - 6.2 oc 
Vol. Absorbed * - 4.0 co 

Volume Beoorered - - 65.0$ 

Sample So. 162. 
Vol. natural Gas - - - 47.0 co 
Vol. Gasoline Vapor - - 4.3 oo 
Vol. Absorbed - - - 2.9 oo 

Volume Beoorered - - 69. 
The variation in the amount recovered by the 

m ' A 1 ' té < é • ' » 

acme solvent merely shows that the absorption Is not guan-
titetive as might have been expected. The per cent re-
covered from the same scmple of course was constant but 
in s one way the presence of some of the gases influences 
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the solubilit; of others «Yen when given ample opportunity 
for absorption by lone ahalcing. Practically, however, an 
aboorption of even aa ranch as 75 per cent of the heavier 

• -v... 
gases present furnishes valuable information aa to the 
value of the goa for gasoline production, these tests can 
conveniently be .made in any place alnoe the only apparatus 
neoeeoary le the absorption pipette, bulbs and burettes, 
and the sample of gas required is small. The information 
«rained thereby will be oonoluslre to show whether the more 
elaborate tests with oondsnser, cooler etc. before mentioned 
should be used to establish the yield. 
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